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Hussite Theological Faculty
Pacovská 350/4
Praha 4, 140 21
tel.: +420 222 539 200
web:    https://htf.cuni.cz/HTFN-1.html

Support for students and applicants with special needs at the faculty is provided by:
prof. PhDr. Beáta Krahulcová, CSc.,   Beata.Krahulcova@htf.cuni.cz , phone.: +420 241 732 230

Overview of accessibility

Description of the building
The Hussite Theological Faculty building houses the dean’s office, the student affair office, the academic library, the
Department of Hussite and Orthodox Theology, the Department of Religious Studies, the Department of Philosophy, and
other non-theological areas of study. The faculty uses only the main building and the left wing of the building.

Entrance
The surface of the access pavement is asphalt with irregularities. A double gate (width 2x 88 cm) leads to the faculty
complex without a doorbell.

In front of the main entrance to the building, there is a short staircase (3 steps up), which is insufficiently compensated
by a steep single ramp (gradient 28%, width 100 cm, length 162 cm) with no anti-skid surface or handrail. The upper
landing is spacious. The double entrance door (main panel width 99 cm, side panel width 100 cm) opens mechanically
outwards. There is no doorbell at the entrance. The reception area is on the right when entering (desk height 88 cm).
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The locked side entrance leads to the ground floor of the main building at the junction to the left wing. In front of the
entrance, there are two steps up, which again are insufficiently compensated for by a single ramp (gradient 20%, width
82 cm, length 200 cm) with no wheelchair safety measures or handrail. The upper landing is spacious. The double
entrance door (main panel width 85 cm, side panel width 87 cm) with one step up and a metal levelling ramp (gradient
20%, width 60 cm, length 76 cm) opens mechanically outwards. There is no doorbell at the entrance.

Interior
From the main entrance, a staircase with a sloping stair platform leads to the 1st floor (load capacity 300 kg, traffic area
width 84 cm, depth 108 cm, controls max. height 113 cm). The manoeuvring spaces of the lower and upper landings
are sufficient.

On the 1st floor, there is the student affairs office, a PC classroom, the Department of Biblical and Jewish Studies (door
width 2x 60 cm) and hall H 111 (door width 2x 60 cm).

The other four floors of the main wing are accessible only by a turning staircase.

The lower ground floor, which houses the printing press for the Karolinum Press, is also accessible from the entrance
hall by a sloping stair platform (load capacity 300 kg, traffic area width 84 cm, depth 108 cm, controls max. height 113
cm). The manoeuvring spaces of the lower and upper landings are sufficient.

From the other end of the corridor of the lowered ground floor, another platform with the same parameters leads to the
landing of the staircase at the left wing. The spacious stair landing is a junction to another sloping stair platform of the
same dimensions. However, assistance for calling the platform is required when transferring to the stair landing.

This platform connects the ground floor level (at the side entrance) with the Department of Religious Studies, the canteen,
and a modified toilet to the second stair landing with the entrance to hall H 109 (door width 2x 72 cm) and the 1st floor
of the left wing with the Department of Psychology and two classrooms.

The other two floors of the left wing are accessible only by a turning staircase.

Interconnecting the floors of the building should be resolved in the future by two lifts.

Lift
There is partial access to the floors of the building by sloping stair platforms. No lift is available.

Sanitary facilities
A separate accessible toilet (door width 80 cm, stall width 188 cm, depth 300 cm) is located on the ground floor of the
left wing near the canteen. The single-panel toilet door is marked and opens mechanically outwards. Access to the toilet
when looking from the entrance into the stall is on the left. The space for a wheelchair next to the toilet is sufficient
(width 105 cm). The toilet is equipped with two pull-down handles (at the time the map was made December 2019, the
handles were slightly bent).

Parking
There are no reserved parking spaces available.

Public transportation
The nearest metro station is Budějovická. Travelling to the station is possible (10 min.), however, the pavement often
lacks access ramps. Nevertheless, the curbs are not high, and you can sometimes use the road because it is a residential
area. For more information, see  www.dpp.cz .
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